Structural and Functional Neuroimaging Studies in Major Depressive Disorder With Psychotic Features: A Critical Review
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The relationship between major depressive disorder with psychotic (MDDP) features and schizophrenia has long been recognized, and the neurobiological boundaries between these disorders can nowadays be investigated using neuroimaging techniques. This article provides a critical review of such studies, addressing how they support a dimensional approach to the nosology and pathophysiology of psychotic disorders. A proportion of neuroimaging studies carried out to date indicate that MDDP subjects display structural and functional abnormalities in some brain regions specifically implicated in the pathophysiology of mood disorders, such as the subgenual cingulate cortex. This reinforces the validity of the classification of MDDP in proximity to major depression without psychosis. There is some neuroimaging evidence that MDDP may be associated with additional brain abnormalities relative to nonpsychotic major depression although less prominently in comparison with findings from the neuroimaging literature on schizophrenia. Brain regions seen as critical both to emotional processing and to models of psychotic symptoms, such as the hippocampus, insula, and lateral prefrontal cortex, have been implicated in separate neuroimaging investigations of either schizophrenia or major depression, as well as in some studies that directly compared depressed patients with and without psychotic features. These brain regions are key targets for future studies designed to validate imaging phenotypes more firmly associated with MDDP, as well as to investigate the relationship between these phenotypes and possible etiological influences for MDDP.
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Introduction

Over almost 4 decades, studies using in vivo neuroimaging methods have provided highly relevant insights about the pathophysiological basis of psychotic disorders, particularly schizophrenia. These studies have documented global brain volume reductions in groups of subjects with schizophrenia relative to healthy control samples, as well as enlargement of the lateral ventricles and other portions of cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) space in the brain, from early stages of the disorder onward. Moreover, neuroimaging studies of schizophrenia have also shown disproportionate volumetric and cortical thickness reductions in a network of gray matter structures including the superior temporal gyrus, hippocampus, amygdala, insula, prefrontal cortex, anterior cingulate gyrus, and thalamus; white matter integrity changes affecting deep frontal and temporal regions, as well as the long tracts that interconnect these lobes and the anterior thalamic radiation, cingulum, and fornix; and abnormal volume, shape, and white matter integrity of the corpus callosum. Finally, using functional neuroimaging methods, several studies have demonstrated widespread patterns of brain activity deficits in prefrontal, temporolimbic, cingulate, parietal, and thalamic regions in schizophrenia patients relative to healthy controls.

In recent years, the investigation of boundaries between schizophrenia and bipolar disorder has also attracted a great deal of interest in the neuroimaging literature based on clinical, epidemiological, and molecular genetic findings that suggest that these 2 diagnostic categories may share psychopathological characteristics and causative factors. However, although some similarities in neuroimaging findings may be detected across studies of schizophrenia and bipolar disorder, there are also clear distinctions in the patterns of brain anatomical, white matter microstructural, and functional abnormalities that characterize each of those conditions. This indicates that, despite possibly overlapping etiological influences, there are underlying neurobiological specificities that clearly differentiate between those 2 diagnostic categories.
One other important but much less often explored field of research regards to the relationship between major depressive disorder (MDD) with psychotic features and nonaffective psychoses including schizophrenia. Classified as an MDD subcategory and characterized by the emergence of delusions and/or hallucinations on a background of major depressive symptoms, MDD with psychotic features is associated with greater illness severity compared with nonpsychotic MDD, as well as with greater levels of cognitive impairment, poorer prognosis, increased mortality, and distinct patterns of response to standard treatments for depression.

In the present article, neuroimaging studies of MDD with psychotic features are reviewed, and future directions in the field are outlined. The number of case-control imaging studies that assessed patients with psychotic MDD has been relatively limited to date, and both structural and functional imaging investigations are evaluated herein. By discussing findings in relation to the boundary between MDD with psychotic features and schizophrenia, the article aims to address how neuroimaging findings may be taken as supportive of a dimensional approach to the nosology and pathophysiology of psychotic disorders.

Overview of Structural and Resting-State Functional Neuroimaging Studies of MDD in General

Similar to schizophrenia, the in vivo neuroimaging approach that has provided the greatest deal of data informing the pathophysiology of MDD has consisted in the use of magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) to assess brain morphological patterns in groups of MDD patients vs control groups of healthy individuals matched for demographic variables.

In the majority of such morphometric MRI studies of MDD, volumetric measurements have been obtained by placing regions of interest (ROIs) around the whole cranium and CSF spaces, as well as over specific brain portions selected a priori. Recent meta-analyses of such structural MRI studies have shown, in MDD groups relative to controls, no differences in total-brain volumes or CSF spaces but significantly reduced volumes of selected brain structures including the frontal cortex, subgenual cingulate cortex, anterior cingulate cortex, hippocampus, caudate, and putamen. In some of the more recent morphometric MRI studies of MDD, voxel-based methods have been incorporated to allow the detection of brain volume and cortical thickness changes across the entire cerebral volume in an automated fashion, with no need to circumscribe ROIs a priori. Although much less numerous than ROI-based studies, these voxel-based morphometry and cortical thickness studies have provided additional evidence of reduced volumes and thinning of prefrontal, hippocampal, and subgenual cingulate regions in association with the presence and severity of MDD symptoms, as well as implicating other brain regions not previously assessed in ROI-based studies of MDD such as the insula.

There is evidence that some of the above structural imaging findings reported in MDD samples may be influenced by illness chronicity and treatment effects. However, there have been morphometric MRI investigations carried out with first-episode MDD patients (a proportion of which never exposed to treatment), and these studies have indicated that findings such as reduced hippocampal and frontal cortical volumes are detectable since early disease stages. There are also suggestions that hippocampal volume reduction is present in drug-free major depressed patients but not in unmedicated, remitted MDD patients, thus possibly representing a biomarker of active symptoms in MDD.

There have also been several functional imaging studies that used positron emission tomography (PET) or single-photon emission computerized tomography (SPECT) to assess brain activity patterns at rest in untreated MDD samples relative to healthy controls, measuring either regional rates of glucose metabolism or regional cerebral blood flow (rCBF). In consistency with the above structural imaging findings, these resting-state functional imaging studies have detected brain activity deficits in frontal, hippocampal, basal ganglia, anterior, and subgenual cingulate regions in MDD patients relative to controls, often with normalization of metabolic patterns after successful antidepressant treatment. Thus volumetric reductions and functional deficits at rest in MDD samples relative to healthy control groups are consistently detectable in several brain regions known to be relevant to emotional processing.

The literature above indicates that brain abnormalities in MDD samples are not as prominent and widespread as those seen in association with schizophrenia because the latter disorder is associated with global brain volume reductions and regional gray matter abnormalities involving a larger set of brain regions. Nevertheless, it is notable that there is a considerable degree of overlap in the regional pattern of brain abnormalities across the 2 diagnostic categories because regions such as the hippocampus, prefrontal cortex, and insula are affected both in groups of subjects with MDD or schizophrenia compared with healthy controls, even at early stages of these disorders. Although seen as critical to emotional processing and to the emergence of mood disorders as highlighted above, these brain regions have also been frequently implicated in neuropsychological and neurochemical models of psychotic symptoms.

Therefore, brain abnormalities located specifically in these regions may provide a substrate for the emergence of psychotic symptoms in MDD.

Finally, meta-analyses of morphometric MRI studies have shown an increased prevalence and severity of white matter hyperintensities (WMH) in association
with the diagnosis of MDD.\textsuperscript{47} Nevertheless, there is little indication that WMH in MDD could render individuals vulnerable to the emergence of psychotic symptoms; structural MRI studies in mood disorders found no relationship between WMH and the presence of psychotic symptoms,\textsuperscript{48} and there is no consistent evidence of an increased prevalence of WMH in patients with schizophrenia.\textsuperscript{49} More recently, however, it has become possible to apply MRI methods to detect more subtle, microstructural white matter abnormalities in association with psychiatric disorders, using diffusion tensor imaging (DTI) methods. With some degree of convergence with the DTI findings reported in schizophrenia,\textsuperscript{5,6} meta-analyses of DTI studies in affective disorders have shown that the diagnosis of MDD is associated with decreased white matter integrity within the frontal and temporal lobes and in tracts that interconnect such regions such as the uncinate fasciculus.\textsuperscript{50}

**Structural and Resting-State Functional Imaging Studies Evaluating Groups of MDD Subjects With Psychotic Symptoms**

One other relevant but somehow neglected approach in neuroimaging research consists in assessing distinct groups of MDD patients currently presenting with (or with a previous history of) psychotic symptoms, directly in comparison against groups of nonpsychotic MDD patients, subjects with schizophrenia, or healthy controls. The detection of significant group differences in such studies may highlight patterns of brain abnormalities specifically associated with the emergence of psychotic symptoms in the context of MDD.

Early brain morphometric investigations using computed tomography (CT) reported findings of enlarged ventricles in groups of patients with MDD with psychotic features (predominantly chronic and treated with pharmacotherapy and/or electroconvulsive therapy [ECT]) compared with nonpsychotic MDD patients.\textsuperscript{51–54} In one of these studies,\textsuperscript{51} ventricle size in the group with MDD with psychotic features was directly related to findings of hypercortisolemia (assessed using the dexamethasone suppression test), a feature consistently associated with the presence of psychotic symptoms in MDD.\textsuperscript{21} There have also been CT investigations reporting no CSF volume differences between psychotic and nonpsychotic depression,\textsuperscript{55} and such inconsistency across studies has been attributed to the fact that some of these earlier samples combined unipolar and bipolar psychotic depressed patients.\textsuperscript{21,48} In subsequent investigations using structural MRI and more sophisticated morphometric indices, increased volume of CSF spaces was reported in elderly patients with psychotic MDD compared with nonpsychotic MDD subjects\textsuperscript{56}; however, these findings may have been confounded by illness chronicity and treatment effects because psychotic MDD patients in that study were twice more likely to be treated with ECT.\textsuperscript{56} More recently, findings of increased CSF spaces in younger MDD subjects presenting with psychotic features relative to nonpsychotic MDD patients and healthy controls have been detected in a study that used structural MRI to investigate morphological brain abnormalities in separate groups of subjects with psychotic MDD, severe nonpsychotic depression, and first-episode schizophrenia.\textsuperscript{57}

Differences in CSF volumes between psychotic and nonpsychotic MDD at early disease stages may provide a window of approximation between the neurobiological features underlying psychotic MDD and schizophrenia. In schizophrenia, larger CSF spaces detectable from early disease stages are seen as supportive of etiological models implicating early neurodevelopmental deficits.\textsuperscript{2} If similar patterns of CSF enlargement can be confirmed specifically in association with psychotic MDD, this would support a view of etiological influences akin to schizophrenia in this MDD subtype. Clearly, however, further MRI investigations of CSF spaces in larger samples of subjects with recent-onset psychotic depression (with confirmed diagnosis of MDD) are needed. In our own recent MRI investigation of a modest sample of first-episode psychotic depressed patients ($n = 20$), most of whom with their diagnosis of MDD confirmed after 1 year,\textsuperscript{58} no significant ventricle enlargement was detected relative to healthy controls to the same degree as seen in a larger sample of first-episode schizophrenia subjects ($n = 62$) recruited exactly in the same environmental setting.\textsuperscript{59}

In regard to MRI investigations of regional volumes of gray matter brain structures, 3 studies to date have directly investigated groups of psychotic vs nonpsychotic MDD patients,\textsuperscript{57,60,61} with additional studies having compared old-age depression patients with psychotic vs nonpsychotic depression.\textsuperscript{56,62} In the 3 studies evaluating younger MDD samples, there has been a lack of differences between the 2 MDD groups in brain regions seen as critical to MDD in general or schizophrenia or both, including the frontal and temporal lobes,\textsuperscript{57} hippocampus,\textsuperscript{50,61} and subgenual anterior cingulate cortex.\textsuperscript{61} One study reported smaller volume of the amygdala in depressed patients with psychosis relative to controls but not in depressed patients without psychosis.\textsuperscript{60} The fact that only limited structural gray matter differences are detectable between nonpsychotic and psychotic MDD provides support to the classification of MDD with psychotic features as a subcategory of MDD.

One other morphometric MRI study evaluated a selected sample of MDD patients presenting with psychotic symptoms in comparison with similar sized groups of schizophrenia patients and healthy controls. Patients with psychotic MDD presented reduced volume of the posterior subgenual cingulate cortex relative to schizophrenia patients.\textsuperscript{63} Such distinct involvement of the subgenual cingulate cortex in patients with psychotic MDD is interesting in light of the critical role of this
brain region in the processing of emotions and specifically in the pathogenesis of mood disorders in general.\textsuperscript{28,42} This further reinforces the validity of the classification of MDD with psychotic features in proximity to major depression without psychosis.

Functional imaging studies evaluating groups of MDD patients with psychotic features using PET or SPECT have been extremely rare. Our own group conducted a resting rCBF study with SPECT in which unmedicated patients with MDD with psychotic features were compared with a group of nonpsychotic MDD subjects, as well as against a group of healthy volunteers.\textsuperscript{64} MDD patients with psychotic features showed decreased rCBF in the left subgenual cingulate cortex relative to both nonpsychotic MDD patients and healthy controls, as well as decreased rCBF in the right inferior frontal region (with the voxel of maximal significance in the insula) vs the nonpsychotic MDD group. The same results were detectable when group analyses were repeated with covariance for the greater depression severity in the MDD group with psychotic features.\textsuperscript{65} These findings support the view that the insula and prefrontal cortex may be specifically associated with the emergence of psychotic symptoms in MDD.

**Neuroimaging Comparisons of Combined Groups of First-Episode Affective Psychoses (Major Depressive Disorder and Bipolar Disorder) vs Schizophrenia**

One other recently explored neuroimaging research strategy consists in the investigation of samples of first-episode psychosis patients subdivided into 2 groups: nonaffective (schizophrenia-related) psychoses and affective psychoses (combining bipolar disorder and MDD), both of which compared separately with the same healthy control groups. Such studies may allow the delineation of brain abnormalities that could be commonly implicated in the emergence of psychotic symptoms across bipolar disorder and MDD, as well as distinguishing such features from the brain changes associated with schizophriform psychosis.

Seven research groups across the globe have conducted such investigations to date using morphometric MRI methods.\textsuperscript{7,65-70} In only one of those samples, there was a greater degree of brain abnormalities in affective psychosis patients than in first-episode nonaffective psychoses,\textsuperscript{67} while in all others the degree and spread of anatomical brain changes were larger in schizophrenia subjects relative to patients with affective psychoses. Some brain regions, such as the superior temporal gyrus and corpus callosum, display a notable specificity for involvement in first-episode schizophrenia.\textsuperscript{7,8,66,71} However, an important source of bias in these studies lies in the fact that the groups of schizophrenia subjects have been almost invariably larger than those of affective disorder subjects,\textsuperscript{7,67,68,71,72} increasing the risk of type II errors in the comparisons involving the latter groups. Moreover, several of the cohorts of subjects with first-episode affective psychoses have included predominantly\textsuperscript{7,67} or almost exclusively\textsuperscript{65,68,70} patients with an established diagnosis of bipolar disorder. Such limitations also apply to the as-yet-diminute DTI literature using this research design; in one DTI study evaluating a small-sized sample of first-episode affective psychosis subjects (predominantly with bipolar disorder),\textsuperscript{6} white matter integrity reductions in the uncinate fasciculus were present, but not as prominently as seen in first-episode schizophrenia patients and with no statistical differentiation from the quantitative indices obtained in the healthy control group.

Despite their limitations, the above MRI studies have often reported regional brain volume abnormalities in first-episode affective psychosis patients relative to healthy controls, variably implicating the prefrontal cortex, insula, and cingulate cortex, as well as other brain regions.\textsuperscript{67,70,73-76} Volume reductions in brain regions seen as critical to mood disorders, such as the subgenual cingulate cortex, have shown diagnostic specificity for first-episode affective psychosis groups, with no similar findings in association with first-episode schizophrenia.\textsuperscript{71} Thus, although the majority of the morphometric MRI studies of first-episode psychosis reveal that brain changes are most prominent in schizophrenia compared with affective psychoses, there is evidence that brain structural abnormalities are also detectable in first-episode affective psychoses subjects relative to healthy controls. The wide variability in the location of findings may be related to the pooling together of patients with MDD with psychotic features and psychotic bipolar episodes within the same group of first-episode affective psychoses.

From the above cohorts of subjects with first-episode psychoses evaluated with structural MRI, separate comparisons of brain morphometric abnormalities between patients with an established diagnosis of MDD vs bipolar disorder subjects were conducted only in our own MRI investigation carried out in Sao Paulo, Brazil.\textsuperscript{66} In such study, similar sized groups of psychotic bipolar disorder and psychotic MDD, who had their diagnoses confirmed after 1 year, displayed distinct patterns of regional brain volume abnormalities against each other and in comparison with the same group of healthy controls. Such brain volume differences involved the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (reduced in psychotic MDD patients) and the dorsal anterior cingulate cortex (increased in psychotic bipolar disorder subjects).\textsuperscript{58} Rather than suggesting a common neurobiological substrate underlying psychotic symptoms in both bipolar disorder and MDD, such differences are instead consistent with previous suggestions that there are neuroimaging distinctions between bipolar disorder and MDD in general.\textsuperscript{28,77} This highlights the importance of investigating...
separately those 2 forms of affective disorders in studies of mood disorders with psychotic features.

**Which Brain Regions Are Critically Involved in the Emergence of Psychotic Symptoms in MDD?**

Recently identified genes responsible for the expression of proteins that regulate critical functions in the central nervous system, such as neuronal growth, synapse formation, myelination, glial cell migration, development of neural connectivity, and neurotransmission, among others, have been implicated in the risk of developing schizophrenia, affective disorders, or both.\(^{78–81}\) Using *postmortem* brain tissue from individuals with schizophrenia and/or affective disorders, sophisticated proteomic methods now allow investigations of the expression of proteins related to the function of the above genes.\(^{82–84}\) as well as large number of other proteins involved in biochemical pathways of potential interest to psychotic disorders, in the search for proteomic signatures associated to these clinical conditions.\(^{85}\) Importantly, proteomic studies using *postmortem* methods have indicated that abnormal protein expression in schizophrenia and mood disorders may be detected in some brain regions and specific neuronal cortical layers, but not in others.\(^{82–84}\) Such region-specific effects highlight how important contemporary in vivo neuroimaging studies may be to identify which brain structures should be targeted in such innovative *postmortem* investigations, based on the critical involvement of these brain structures in the emergence of the clinical phenotype supposedly related to the protein pathway under investigation.

In MDD with psychotic features, one such key region may be the hippocampus. There is PET imaging evidence that reductions in psychotic severity in MDD patients after treatment are directly related to increments in functional activity in the hippocampal region.\(^{86}\) Psychological and neuroanatomical models of schizophrenia have long implicated abnormal hippocampal functioning specifically in the emergence of positive symptoms of the disorder (delusions and hallucinations).\(^{43,46}\) It is widely known that the emergence of psychotic symptoms in schizophrenia and other psychotic disorders is mediated by increased dopamine transmission.\(^{87–89}\) Recent studies in animals have demonstrated that the ventral hippocampus plays a critical role in the regulation of the functioning of the dopamine system, and altered hippocampal activity may result in dysregulated dopamine system functioning, leading to a proneness to display psychotic symptoms in humans. The ventral hippocampus is also critically involved in the regulation of the hypothalamic-pituitary-adrenal (HPA) axis in response to stress, with abnormal hippocampal functioning being associated with increases in the release of cortisol and adrenocorticotrophic hormone.\(^{90}\) Dysregulation of the HPA axis is a consistent feature of MDD,\(^{91}\) being most significantly associated with the psychotic form of severe MDD.\(^{92}\) There is also evidence of disturbed dopaminergic activity in psychiatrically depressed patients in comparison to nonpsychotic MDD, possibly related to HPA dysregulation.\(^{92}\) It should be noted that a model of hippocampal dysfunction possibly influencing on the emergence of psychotic symptoms in schizophrenia and psychotic MDD does not necessarily imply the existence of similar hippocampal neuropathological processes underlying the symptoms of the 2 disorders.

One other recent model of potential interest to MDD with psychotic features hypothesizes that psychotic symptoms in general are mediated by dysfunction of the insula.\(^{45}\) The insula is a critical component of the salience brain network, which also involves the anterior cingulate cortex and is primarily involved in switching between the default mode and task-related states of brain connectivity.\(^{93}\) According to the insular model of psychosis, dysfunction of the insula would be associated with disruption of normal salience network activity, leading to inappropriate allocation of salience to internally generated actions (such as inner speech) and misattribution of such actions to the external environment (generating hallucinations and passivity phenomena).\(^{45}\) Structural and functional imaging studies have provided extensive evidence of insular abnormalities in association with schizophrenia from early disease stages.\(^{45,94}\) There have been suggestions that volumetric abnormalities of the insula in first-episode psychosis might be specific to schizophrenia and absent in affective psychoses;\(^{95}\) however, the affective psychosis group in such investigation (n = 34) included a majority of patients with bipolar disorder (n = 23) rather than subjects with MDD with psychotic features, and this group was substantially smaller than the group of first-episode schizophrenia patients (n = 57). Conversely, volumetric studies of the insula in MDD have reported significantly reduced volumes of the anterior insular cortex both in currently depressed and remitted MDD patients,\(^{96}\) as well as significant correlations between insular volumes and the severity of depressive symptoms in MDD patients.\(^{97}\) Finally, the neuroimaging literature of MDD with psychotic features reviewed herein provide some support to a view that insular abnormalities may be critical to psychotic phenomena in psychotic MDD and in schizophrenia given the evidence that functional abnormalities of the insula may be present in patients with MDD with psychotic features in comparison with either healthy controls or subjects with nonpsychotic MDD.\(^{54,98}\)

Finally, the actual *postmortem* literature mentioned above may also help to highlight other key brain regions that should be examined in even greater detail in the next generation of in vivo neuroimaging studies of MDD with psychotic features. For instance, Martins-de-Souza et al (2012) recently described a proteomic signature in the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex of psychotic MDD patients (involving proteins relevant to synaptic function,
among others) that was distinct from the findings obtained in prefrontal cortical tissue from a nonpsychotic MDD group but similar to results previously reported in proteomic investigations of schizophrenia patients. This is consistent with findings of volume deficits of the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex in patients with first-episode psychotic depression with confirmed diagnosis of MDD and highlights the lateral prefrontal cortex as an additional brain region of potentially critical relevance to the emergence of psychotic symptoms in MDD. The relevance of the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex in MDD with psychotic features is further emphasized by the particularly critical role of this brain region in the neurobiology of delusions, a prevalent psychotic phenomenon in psychotic MDD. This contrasts with the consistent link between structural changes of the superior temporal gyrus and hallucinations, a clinical feature that emerges less frequently in MDD than in other severe psychotic disorders.

**The Potential of Functional MRI Studies**

As discussed in earlier sections of this article, structural brain abnormalities as assessed with MRI vary considerably across the diagnostic categories of schizophrenia and affective psychoses. However, such anatomical distinctions do not preclude the possibility that similar patterns of functional brain changes might be detected underlying the presence of psychotic phenomena across such different psychiatric categories. This can nowadays be investigated using functional MRI (fMRI), which allows the noninvasive mapping of neural activity changes in the human brain while subjects perform tasks relevant to psychotic phenomena. Recently, it has also become possible to study human brain functioning using fMRI when subjects are not performing any particular task, and this is known as resting-state fMRI; fluctuations in regional brain activity can be detected across separate brain regions during rest, and the patterns of intercorrelation between the functioning of these regions is measured, affording quantitative indices of resting-state functional connectivity. Finally, studies using fMRI or PET can also be carried out during the transient experience of psychotic symptoms such as auditory verbal hallucinations; a recent meta-analysis of these findings concluded that the experience of auditory hallucinations in schizophrenia patients is associated with aberrant activity bilaterally in language-related areas (Broca’s area, the middle and superior temporal gyri, and the inferior parietal lobe), as well as the anterior insula and hippocampus/parahippocampal gyrus.

Unfortunately, the potential of fMRI methods has hardly been explored to date in investigations of psychotic MDD. There are only 2 studies that compared directly a group of subjects with MDD with psychotic features with a nonpsychotic MDD sample and healthy controls, carried out by the same research group. One of these 2 investigations used an executive functioning task involving working memory with varying levels of difficulty (N-back task), which in healthy subjects usually engages the lateral prefrontal cortex, hippocampus/parahippocampal gyrus, and temporoparietal cortex. The 2 groups of MDD patients showed greater activity increments relative to healthy controls in the parahippocampal gyrus, but the psychotic MDD group showed such aberrant parahippocampal activation at a lower level of task demand compared with nonpsychotic MDD patients. Also, the psychotic MDD group showed increased activity in a cluster located in the right temporoparietal junction relative to the 2 other groups, and this region showed functional connectivity with activation in the left prefrontal cortex. Finally, only the psychotic MDD group engaged the insula during task trials of higher working memory load. Group differences remained unchanged when the analyses were covaried for differences in the severity of depression across the 2 MDD groups. In the companion study by the same research group using episodic verbal memory tasks, only the sample of psychotic MDD patients showed reduced activity in the hippocampus, insula, and prefrontal cortex relative to healthy controls during an encoding memory task. During episodic memory retrieval, the psychotic MDD patients displayed abnormally increased prefrontal and parietal cortical activation compared with both healthy controls and nonpsychotic MDD subjects, and this was appropriately interpreted as reflecting compensatory brain activity in consequence to the encoding deficits in the psychotic MDD group. Overall, it is interesting that the 3 brain regions highlighted earlier in the present article as potentially relevant to the emergence of psychosis in MDD, namely the hippocampus, insula, and lateral prefrontal cortex, were all engaged distinctly in the group of psychotic MDD in the 2 fMRI studies discussed herein. These findings await replication in further fMRI investigations using memory paradigms and other tasks relevant to psychotic phenomena.

The alternative strategy of investigating similarities in the patterns of brain abnormalities across schizophrenia and separate categories of affective psychoses (MDD with psychotic features and psychotic bipolar disorder) has been explored in only 1 fMRI study to date by Sommer et al (2007), which investigated lateralized functional brain activity changes during a language task. It is known, from other fMRI studies specifically with first-episode, never-medicated schizophrenia patients that the typically lateralized pattern of increased brain activity during language tasks is reduced in schizophrenia, most prominently in Broca’s area and Wernicke’s area. Sommer et al (2007) found that brain hemispheric lateralization during language processing was decreased in the overall sample of psychotic patients compared with healthy controls, regardless of diagnostic category.
These results hint at the possibility that decreased language lateralization could be a functional imaging phenotype not specific to schizophrenia but instead associated also with affective psychoses.

Up until now, no resting-state fMRI study has separately investigated groups of MDD patients presenting with psychotic features. Conversely, in bipolar disorder, there is recent fMRI evidence that the proneness to display psychotic features over the disease course is directly related to reduced resting-stated medial prefrontal connectivity with other regions of the whole brain, as well as to increased connectivity specifically with the amygdala.  

Diagnostic Difficulties and Clinical Issues in Neuroimaging Studies of Major Depression With Psychotic Features

Current psychiatric classification systems, widely used for diagnostic ascertainment of cases in neuroimaging investigations, employ clinical criteria highly reliant on the observation of behavior and personal accounts by patients and their families and may therefore be inaccurate in many cases. One issue of particular relevance in neuroimaging studies of MDD regards to the uncertainty of the MDD diagnosis when this is based on a single assessment or a retrospective review of periods of a year or less. Rates of diagnostic change from MDD to bipolar disorder over time are known to be high, and the presence of psychotic features is associated with a greater risk of such diagnostic shift. There is also evidence of common diagnostic shifting from MDD with psychotic features to schizophrenia over time. Among the studies reviewed in the present article, only a minority of investigations enrolled MDD patients with psychotic features who had an established diagnostic stability of at least 1 year.

Moreover, in cross-sectional evaluations, it may be difficult to distinguish between MDD with psychotic features from schizoaffective disorder, commonly seen as an intermediate condition between major mood disorders and schizophrenia, and from schizophrenia, which frequently present with clinically relevant depressive symptoms. Such porosity of the borders between mood disorders and schizophrenia-related disorders is highly likely to add variability to findings from neuroimaging studies of MDD with psychotic features. Future longitudinal neuroimaging investigations with repeated diagnostic assessments over several years of follow-up in representative samples may be needed in order to minimize diagnostic uncertainties and validate the ascertainment of cases to separate categories.

It should also be acknowledged that repeated depressive episodes in MDD patients may not always feature psychotic symptoms over the course of illness although recurrence of psychotic MDD is not uncommon. Therefore, repeated neuroimaging assessments in longitudinal evaluations may also be useful to capture state-dependent brain changes specifically related to the emergence of psychotic features in MDD.

Finally, it is relevant to mention that variable medication usage in psychotic MDD vs schizophrenia may potentially exert influence on the different degrees of brain abnormalities detected in association with each of these diagnoses. While antipsychotic drugs have been shown to influence on the occurrence of brain tissue loss over time in schizophrenia, successful treatment with antidepressants is associated with volume increases of key brain regions such as the hippocampus and dorsolateral prefrontal cortex.

Concluding Remarks and Future Directions

The search for a specific neurobiological substrate underlying MDD with psychotic features has featured in the neuroimaging research agenda since the 1980s. However, as highlighted in the present review, well-conducted imaging studies addressing this issue directly have been overwhelmingly sparse over the following decades. At present, this prevents the use of a meta-analytic approach to quantitatively assess alterations specifically related to the presence of psychotic symptoms in MDD.

Despite such limitations, a significant proportion of the neuroimaging studies reviewed herein indicate that groups of patients with MDD with psychotic features often display structural and functional abnormalities located in brain regions unequivocally implicated in major depression and in mood disorders in general, such as the subgenual cingulate cortex. Such findings reinforce the validity of the classification of psychotic MDD in proximity to MDD without psychotic features. There is also some neuroimaging evidence indicating that MDD with psychotic features may be associated with additional structural and functional brain abnormalities relative to nonpsychotic MDD although less prominently in comparison with the findings that concurrently emerged from the neuroimaging literature on schizophrenia.

In order to pinpoint converging brain abnormalities implicated in the emergence of psychotic phenomena across psychotic MDD and schizophrenia, further neuroimaging studies evaluating groups of recent-onset schizophrenia and psychotic MDD subjects of similarly large sizes, in comparison with the same groups of healthy controls, are eagerly awaited. These studies should drive special attention to the neural circuits that encompass the candidate brain regions highlighted in the present article, such as the hippocampal region, insula, and lateral prefrontal cortex.

If well succeeded within the next few years, such neuroimaging studies are expected to produce imaging phenotypes more firmly related to the vulnerability to display psychotic symptoms in the context of MDD. Such imaging phenotypes should then be investigated
in regard to their degree of heritability (via studies of unaffected first-degree relatives of patients with MDD with psychotic features), as well as in regard to their possible associations with specific candidate genes.\textsuperscript{41,118,119} Moreover, because a polygenic contribution to MDD with psychotic features can be expected, future genome-wide association studies on representative samples MDD with psychotic features may afford quantitative risk scores to be subsequently used in studies investigating the relationship between robust imaging phenotypes and polygenic risk scores.\textsuperscript{120,121}

Finally, there should also be neuroimaging studies applying a dimensional approach to the evaluation of psychosis associated with MDD, with both subthreshold and full-blown psychotic experiences rated along a continuum of severity, on a background of major depressive symptoms. There is a significant prevalence of subthreshold psychotic-like experiences in the general population\textsuperscript{122} and in subjects with less severe major depressive episodes,\textsuperscript{123} and there is a growing recognition that psychotic symptoms may best be viewed as falling along a continuum of severity in MDD rather than solely as a subcategory of severe MDD.\textsuperscript{123} Interestingly, there is recent fMRI evidence indicating that individuals from the general population with quantifiable rates of psychosis proneness may display distinct patterns of brain activity changes during emotion stimulation in the insula, anterior cingulate cortex, prefrontal cortex, and amygdala.\textsuperscript{122}

Taking advantage of continuous technological improvements in neuroimaging methods and exploring the research avenues outlined above, we may look forward to innovative forms of classifying MDD with psychotic features in the future, basing such classifications not only on clinical data but also on information about brain mechanisms underlying the symptoms and their etiological influences.
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